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Overview
Like millions of Syrians, Palestinians from Syria have suffered immensely throughout the five-year war.
However, unlike other Syrians, their precarious position as stateless residents of the country has been
amplified. The war has killed thousands and forced hundreds of thousands to flee their homes in Syria,
to become internally displaced or refugees in yet another host country.1
This wartime experience of violence, misery, and double exile is a story in its own right. Yet it has also
brought into high relief a fundamental dilemma affecting the Palestinians of Syria, namely that of being
forced to maintain political neutrality, given their vulnerable position, or to support the regime, despite
its direct role in their suffering. This is to the detriment of human rights for Palestinians as well as for
Syrians as a whole.
This policy brief examines the issue of neutrality by first unravelling the notion of the Syrian regime as a
Palestinian ally, and then assessing the role that Palestinian factions have played in the war. It moves
on to examine two related issues that the war has cast into relief – the status of Syria as a second
home for Palestinians and the weakness of Palestinian representative bodies – and the implications for
the broader Palestinian national movement. The brief concludes with recommendations for how
Palestinian leaders and solidarity movements can better advocate for human rights and selfdetermination.
Palestinians and the Assads’ Messy Legacy of Pan-Arabism
Syria’s Palestinian community is part of the country’s wider social fabric. Before 2011, their refugee
camps were not rigorously guarded, and their education and professions were not as policed as they
are, for example, in Lebanon. As a result, there was a degree of “Syrianization” of Palestinians in the
sense that many second and third-generation refugees felt that being Syrian was part of their identity.
At the same time, there was a degree of “Palestinianization” of Syrians who lived close to the camps.
1

Before 2011, the 560,000 Palestinian refugees officially registered with the United Nations Relief and Works Agency (UNRWA) formed around 2% of Syria’s
population. According to UNRWA, since 2011 110,000 have resettled in other countries, including Lebanon and Jordan. But 450,000 remain in Syria, the vast
majority in Damascus. Two-thirds are internally displaced, while 95% are in need of humanitarian assistance, which UNRWA is unable to provide in most places.
The Action Group for Palestinians of Syria, which keeps track of victims, detainees, and missing Palestinians within Syria, currently records 298 missing people,
1,118 detainees, and 3,390 deaths, the vast majority of whom were killed in pro-regime bombardments (1,124), shot (809), or tortured to death (454). Those
whose cause of death is labelled “gunshot” include pro-regime Palestinians who died while fighting opposition groups, while the majority of torture victims died in
regime prisons.
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This mutual integration was not the result of the Assad regime’s particular generosity toward
Palestinians. The legal framework that accords Palestinians a similar status to Syrians (with the
exception of obtaining Syrian nationality and the right to vote) predates Hafez al-Assad’s rule. Nidal
Bitari, a Palestinian writer from Yarmouk, argues that an underlying reason for the relatively good
quality of life that Palestinians were able to enjoy in Syria before 2011 was their relative lack of
involvement in Syrian politics, especially after the events in Lebanon in the 1980s. Palestinian political
involvement instead focused more narrowly on Palestinian issues such as the Right of Return
Movement. Government discouragement and close monitoring of potential dissidence among
Palestinians also led to reluctance to become involved in Syrian affairs. For example, Military
Intelligence Branch 235 in Damascus – the “Palestine Branch” – was founded to monitor the political
and military activity of Palestinians. It now runs an infamous facility that detains and tortures nonPalestinian Syrians as well, according to former detainees, whose testimonies were collected by
Human Rights Watch in 2012.
Since the early days of his reign, the late Hafez al-Assad’s relationship with
Palestinians was marked by a desire to both consolidate his domestic power
and to balance against US-Israeli interests in the region. Patrick Seale argues
that from the onset of his rule Assad saw Palestinians as a liability, though he
remained rhetorically supportive of their cause.2 This culminated in Assad’s
intervention in the Lebanese Civil War against the progressive forces backed by
the Palestinians, which alienated the late Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat from
Assad. Syria became primarily concerned with managing the Palestinian
question by co-opting it, and by fostering dependence among the Palestinian
leadership on its patronage.3 This was, for Hafez al-Assad, central to achieving
a key strategy in the broader Arab-Israeli conflict: To recover the land Syria had
lost to Israel in 1967 and prevent further loss of land. Manipulating the Palestine
Liberation Organization (PLO) was also seen as key to being able to play the “Palestinian card.” Rashid
Khalidi adds that although control over his wider environment, which included Palestinians, was a key
concern for Hafez al-Assad, manipulating the Palestinian movement also resulted from a fear of being
left out of any agreements with Israel.

“'Stability' is
understood as
the common
greater good,
which negates
demands for
justice in favor
of order
imposed by a
strongman.”

When the uprisings in Syria unravelled in 2011, most Palestinians wanted to remain neutral, haunted by
the memory of what happened to Palestinians in Jordan in the 1970s, Lebanon in the 1980s, Kuwait in
1991, and Iraq in the early 2000s. Joining any opposition to the Syrian regime came with high risks,
even within the framework of the popular movement, with which many young Palestinians identified.
This identification is unsurprising: The integration of Palestinians into Syrian society meant that they,
too, were subject to the social control enforced by the Assad regime throughout the country. Arresting
and torturing dissidents was a common practice long before the spirit of the Arab uprisings reached the
Syrian streets in 2011. Therefore, while Bashar al-Assad’s anti-Western and anti-Zionist rhetoric made
him seem a trustworthy ally to Palestinians, in practice the lives of Syrian Palestinians were no better
nor worse than his other subjects.
Therefore, far from being beacons of resistance, Hafez and Bashar al-Assad both represent the messy
legacy of Pan-Arabism in relation to the Palestinian question and Palestinian human rights.
Patrick Seale, Asad: The Struggle for the Middle East (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1989), 154-165.
Hafez al-Assad’s problematic role in the Palestinian national movement is documented at length in Yezid Sayigh, Armed Struggle and the Search for State: The
Palestinian National Movement 1949-1993 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999) 288-289, 575-577.
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The Lure and Trap of Political Neutrality
Most Palestinian factions mirrored Syrian Palestinians’ initial tendency toward neutrality, which in
practice amounts to tacit support for the Assad regime. Hamas attempted to maintain good relations
with the Muslim Brotherhood and the Assad regime by remaining silent about events in Syria. In early
2012, Hamas disengaged from the alliance and from the Syrian regime, although it remained hesitant
to openly criticize the regime. This, together with other regional shifts of power after 2011, forced
Hamas to look to other supporters, shifting the balance of power in the Gaza Strip in favor of Qatari or
Iranian backing.
In a controversial move, after a 32-year estrangement Fatah reestablished its relationship with the
Assad regime in mid-2015. Although the reestablishment was billed as a move that preserved
neutrality, the stance has at times derailed into apologism for regime violence. For example, while
addressing concerns about Assad’s treatment of Palestinians in Syria, Fatah’s central committee
member Abbas Zaki appeared to justify the bombing of Palestinian refugee camps in Syria by
comparing these actions to “a doctor eradicating a failed body part.”
In anticipation that the solution to the war in Syria may involve the Assad regime, the PLO in Syria,
which has its own distinctive composition, has also been keen to maintain neutrality.4 While this
neutrality is historically understandable considering the strained relationship Palestinians have had with
other host countries, it also attests to the PLO’s weakness when it comes to defending and
representing Palestinian interests.
The question of neutrality versus active involvement in Syria has not only been a divisive issue among
t h e Palestinians in exile, but also among Palestinians within Syria, mirroring the internal rifts and
rivalries within the Palestinian movement. These disagreements revolve around issues such as the
nature of the Syrian uprisings, the role of Western imperialism, and Israel’s interests in the region.
Russia, Iran, and the Syrian regime’s offensive in Eastern Aleppo spurred even more arguments about
the nature of the Syrian uprising and foreign intervention in the country.
A number of Palestinian factions within Syria are explicitly allied with Bashar al-Assad, including the
Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine – General Command (PFLP-GC). Led by Ahmed Jibril, it is
the Palestinian faction with the strongest links to the regime, and has acted as an extension of Syrian
regime policing in the Palestinian camps. There are also Palestinian-Syrian militias among the
numerous pro-regime militias that play a role in the war, such as the Jerusalem Brigade, the Galilee
Brigade, and the Galilee Forces.
The Palestine Liberation Army (PLA), originally founded as the military wing of the PLO, is another
Palestinian faction allied to the Syrian regime. In Syria, the PLA is the unit in which Palestinians are
often conscripted instead of the regular Syrian Army. The PLA epitomizes the schismatic nature of
Palestinian-Syrian relations. During the Lebanese Civil War, it fought as Syria’s proxy force against the
PLO. Today, it is closely linked with As-Sa‘iqa, another faction that is officially affiliated to the PLO.
Both As-Sa‘iqa and the PLA are of limited relevance outside of Syria.

The PLO in Syria includes Fatah, the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP), the Democratic Front for the Liberation of Palestine (DFLP), the
Palestinian People’s Party, Fida, the Palestinian Popular Struggle Front, and the Palestine Liberation Front (Abu Abbas faction). In addition, there is the Alliance of
Palestinian Resistance Forces, formed in opposition to the Oslo Accords in 1993. This group is backed by the Syrian regime, and was founded by Hamas, the
PFLP, the DFLP, the Islamic Jihad Movement in Palestine, PFLP-GC, As-Sa‘iqa, Fatah al-Intifada, the Palestine Liberation Front (Abu Nidal Ashqar faction), the
Palestinian Popular Struggle Front, and the Palestinian Revolutionary Communist Party. The PFLP and DFLP split from the alliance in 1998.
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It is common for pro-regime Palestinian brigades to describe themselves in terms of secular resistance,
in which Arab nationalism and Syrian resistance are bound up with the Palestinian cause. Their rhetoric
is in line with the Pan-Arab, anti-Zionist paradigm of the Syrian Ba‘th party. The appeal of a secular
stance is also amplified by the rise of Islamist and Salafi-jihadist factions fighting the Syrian regime,
which help falsely present the Syrian conundrum as a choice between secularism and extremism.
Though such a stance is attractive to those whose suffering has been marked by imperial interests and
violence, it is at odds with the reality of Syria’s policy toward the question of Palestine, which, according
to Jean-Pierre Filiu, the regime has used as a “commodity” to “trade on their own terms.”5
The discouraging notion that the Palestinian question is merely another chess
piece within the war in Syria is amplified when one looks more closely at the
rhetoric that the Syrian regime has used throughout the war to justify its mass
violence against civilians and to appeal to the international community. In the
early days of the uprising, Rami Makhlouf, cousin and close partner of Bashar
al-Assad, told the New York Times: “If there is no stability here, there is no
way there will be stability in Israel…No way, and nobody can guarantee what
will happen after, God forbid, anything happens to this regime.”

“The prospect for
the Palestinian
cause is not
much better
under Russian
influence, as
Russia and Israel
share narrow
understandings
of 'stability' in the
Middle East.”

“Stability” is understood in this rhetoric as the common greater good, which
negates demands for justice in favor of order imposed by a strongman. Since
popular uprising and political violence is made synonymous with instability,
this view negates historical grievances of those who, by virtue of their
militancy, are made into mere security problems to be solved – often by
greater violence. It is a discourse also often employed by the Israeli far-right to discredit Palestinian
narratives. The corrosive effect of these false binaries is well known to Palestinians, whose voices have
faced systematic oppression for the sake of “stability,” especially since the rise of Islamism in Palestine
in the 1980s and 1990s.6
The Syrian regime’s relationship with Russia is problematic for Palestinians as well, especially as Israel
and Russia have recently been fostering a close relationship. In strengthening this relationship, Israel is
seeking to position Putin as a mediator between itself and the Syrian regime, presuming that the latter
succeeds in maintaining power with the help of Russian intervention. Some argue that this shift of focus
to Russian support is the result of increased US and EU criticism of Israeli policies such as illegal
settlement expansions. The recent US abstention and the consecutive adoption of a UN Security
Council resolution on illegal Israeli settlements may aggravate this tendency, although the impact of the
incoming US administration on the Arab-Israeli conflict remains to be seen.
Although it is easy to view Russian intervention in Syria as a welcome counterweight to US influence in
the region, the prospect for the Palestinian cause is not much better under Russian influence, as
Russia and Israel share narrow understandings of “stability” in the Middle East. Putin even expressed
admiration for Israel’s counter-terrorism methods during a conference in October 2016, stating that the
world should “[l]earn from Israel,” since “it never lets go. They fight until the end. That's why it exists at
all…There is no other option.”
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Jean-Pierre Filiu, From Deep State to Islamic State: The Arab Counter-Revolution and its Jihadi Legacy (London: Hurst & Co, 2015), 211.
Robin Yassin-Kassab and Leila al-Shami, Burning Country: Syrians in Revolution and War (London: Pluto Press, 2016), 39.
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Toward Speaking Truth to Power: Syria’s Palestinians After the War
There are two ways for Palestinians to move beyond the false choice of neutrality versus regime
support and work toward Palestinian – and Syrian – human rights.
First, by recognizing that the Palestinians’ experience in Syria requires an understanding of how living
in Syria has shaped their identity. The problem is that acknowledging that many of these Palestinian
refugees see Syria as a home to which they long to return may feed anti-Palestinian voices who wish to
strip Palestinian refugees of their right to return to Palestine. However, Palestinians can stand in
solidarity with those who long to return to their lives in Syria and simultaneously defend their right to
return to Palestine – which is inalienable to them, and is not contingent on the quality of life they enjoy
in their host country. Moreover, it is important to acknowledge the different layers of identification that
those who struggle with dispossession may feel, and that Syria’s Palestinians feel as attached to Syria
as they do to their ancestral homes in Palestine.
A number of groups have emerged that aim to document the situation of Palestinians in Syria, such as
t h e Palestinian League for Human Rights - Syria, founded in Yarmouk, and the Action Group for
Palestinians of Syria, based in the United Kingdom. The Jafra Foundation, based in Damascus and
Homs, provides relief work in camps such as Yarmouk, Khan el-Sheih, Jaramana, and Homs. These
groups are critical to the documentation and amplification of Palestinian experiences in Syria. This is in
turn crucial to protect Syria’s Palestinians from the fate of those Palestinians who fled Iraq more than a
decade ago, many of whom remain trapped in statelessness in host countries, unable to return to either
their ancestral homes in Palestine or to the lives they had built for themselves in Iraq.

“The Syrian war
exposes the limits of
Palestinian
representative bodies
and underscores the
importance of
strengthening and
broadening solidarity
networks.”

Second, the Syrian war exposes the limits of Palestinian representative
bodies and underscores the importance of strengthening and broadening
solidarity networks. The Boycott, Divestment, Sanctions (BDS) movement
has been a key strategy for the Palestinian movement in light of failing, or
at best stagnating, political representation. It has been both a tool for
rallying support to uphold ethical standards, and for exercising pressure o f t e n successfully. When done right, BDS fundamentally relies on
dedicated consciousness and communal solidarity. Extending the moral
compass of BDS beyond Israel and toward rallying solidarity for
Palestinian (and non-Palestinian) human rights and social justice
movements is both a moral imperative and a strategic necessity.

The choice that individual Palestinians outside Syria face is whether to maintain a stance of neutrality in
order to maximize the chances of inclusion of Palestinian interests in the agenda of whichever party
maintains or acquires power in Syria, or to stand in solidarity with the Syrian people. The latter is a
position of controversy since the Syrian people face a crisis of representation, in the sense that there is
an abundance of interests that claim to speak for them, as there is in the case of Palestine. A position
of neutrality may seem a safer bet, especially considering the shift in power to Assad’s favor after
Russia’s decision to intervene and Donald Trump’s election in the US. However, considering the
demographic shifts engineered by the Syrian regime, it remains to be seen whether there will be a
place for the predominantly Sunni Muslim Palestinian refugee population if Bashar al-Assad does
maintain power, especially those who rallied against his rule.
Above all, neutrality in Syria is a philosophically untenable and morally indefensible position considering
the nature and scale of the unfolding violence. One of the most prevailing ideas in the Palestinian
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movement is to speak truth to power, to stand in defiance of injustice, and to call for self-determination
in the face of oppression. Especially after the tragedy in Aleppo, and especially as the enlightened spirit
of the revolution struggles to survive the tyranny and sabotage of the Assad regime and the chokehold
of the Islamists, Syria should be no exception to this.
To move toward a more just position, the PLO and PA should rethink their stance of neutrality with
regard to the Syrian regime’s mass atrocities against its citizens as well as against Palestinians in
Syria. Palestinian solidarity movements can reject the Syrian regime’s appropriation of the Palestinian
question and reiterate the commitment of solidarity networks to human rights and justice everywhere.
They can also amplify Palestinian-Syrian voices and defend both their right to reparation and justice
within Syria, as well as their inalienable right to return to their homes in Palestine. Finally, they can
reiterate dedication to fostering global solidarity in light of the disturbing developments in the
international political realm, such as the recent election of Donald Trump. No matter how dire the
outlook may seem, through dedicated solidarity and tireless activism there will come a time when things
will be different. In the meantime, only our moral compasses can guide us there.

Samar Batrawi is a Dutch-Palestinian PhD candidate and teaching assistant in international relations
theory at the Department of War Studies at King’s College London. She is interested in identity politics
and social movements in the Middle East, specifically those that interact with the question of Palestine.
Her doctoral research explores how the Salafi-jihadi movement has framed Palestinian grievances and
the question of Palestine more generally.
Al-Shabaka, The Palestinian Policy Network is an independent, non-partisan, and non-profit
organization whose mission is to educate and foster public debate on Palestinian human rights and
self-determination within the framework of international law. Al-Shabaka policy briefs may be
reproduced with due attribution to Al-Shabaka, The Palestinian Policy Network. For more information
visit www.al-shabaka.org or contact us by email: contact@al-shabaka.org.
Al-Shabaka materials may be circulated with due attribution to Al-Shabaka: The Palestinian Policy
Network. The opinion of individual members of Al-Shabaka's policy network do not necessarily reflect
the views of the organization as a whole.
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